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OPINION

Youth culture is
renewing democracy,
one click at a time
Photograph by Jake Wright, The Hill Times

Young Canadians are not disconnected from politics and civic
life—our political institutions are disconnected from our youth

Stay tuned: CRTC chairman Konrad von Finckenstein, standing left at a House committee. Peter
Murdoch argues that since the CRTC won’t act to serve Canadians’ interests, Parliament must.

Parliament must
require CRTC to
serve public interest
The CRTC should also disclose the evidence on which
its policies and licensing decisions are based, and
ensure the entire commission makes its decisions.
By PETER MURDOCH

O

TTAWA—More than 6,000 Canadians
have signed an online petition to dissolve the CRTC, the federal regulator of
our telecommunications and broadcast
industries.
While the petition is triggered by
concerns that the CRTC’s telecommunications policy is unfairly biased against
internet users, equally serious problems
plague the CRTC’s broadcasting activities. The CRTC, which reports to Parliament, has a mandate to ensure that both
the broadcasting and telecommunications
systems serve the Canadian public.
But instead of openness, transparency
and accountability, the CRTC has become an
instrument devoted to the backroom movement of capital, not public policy. But even in
these sound-proofed decisions it has been illequipped. (Look no further than the enabling
of Canwest in its addiction to the biggeris-better drug. That media giant now faces
rehab—possible bankruptcy protection.)
And aside from a history of unsigned
decisions and undisclosed evidence, the
CRTC doesn’t even tell Parliament how
much Canadian content is on the radio,
television or cable airwaves: you’ll need
an access to information request for
statistics like that. My union had to file
an access request just to get the CRTC
bylaws. And this year the CRTC held
parts of its hearings behind closed doors.
Every regulator needs enforcement.
Yet despite hundreds of cases where radio
and TV stations have breached regulatory requirements and conditions of their
licence, the CRTC has actually revoked
only three of the thousands of licences
it has granted since its creation 41 years
ago. Broadcasters regularly and repeatedly breach the CRTC’s regulations because
there is almost always a second, third or
fourth chance in broadcasting: about the
worst the CRTC will do is renew a licence
for a couple of years, instead of seven.
In any event, the CRTC automatically
forwards most complaints it receives about

broadcasters to the Canadian Broadcast
Standards Council, whose biggest stick is to
make broadcasters that breach their industry’s own standards, admit the breach on air.
Far worse, insofar as democracy is
concerned, is that the CRTC’s closed,
non-transparent, unaccountable approach
to regulation has created the most concentrated media ownership system in the
world. In 2008 the country’s two largest
programming companies—CTV and Canwest—took in more than half of the revenues of Canada’s $5-billion conventional
and discretionary TV sector. But this year
they convinced the CRTC to let them cut
their local news by half—because without
these cuts, they said, they couldn’t survive.
And what of Parliament’s basic cultural
and industrial objectives for this industry?
More than two-thirds of the music played on
private Canadian radio stations is foreign,
half the programs broadcast by conventional
TV at night is foreign, and last year private
TV stations spent 25 per cent more on foreign content than on Canadian content. It’s
hard to see how these figures meet Parliament’s requirement that every station use
‘predominantly’ Canadian resources.
And as for jobs—key to any industrial policy and specifically highlighted
in Canada’s broadcasting legislation—
almost 8,000 broadcasting jobs have been
lost in the last 10 years.
So the petition is understandable. But
simply replacing the existing CRTC commissioners with new ones is not enough.
Parliament needs to change Canada’s
Broadcasting Act to explicitly require
the CRTC to serve the public interest, to
disclose the evidence on which its policies
and licensing decisions are based, and to
ensure that the entire commission—not
just a few commissioners hand-picked by
the CRTC’s chair—makes its decisions.
Since the CRTC won’t act to serve
Canadians’ interests, Parliament must.
Peter Murdoch is vice-president, Media
Workers, Communications, Energy and
Paperworkers Union of Canada.
pmurdoch@cep.ca
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By SHARON MANSON SINGER
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lection speculation season has begun,
and almost as fashionable as hypothesizing the date of our next federal election
are media and political pundit musings on
youth disengagement from the democratic
process.Youth are typically described as
self-centred, uninformed and deeply disinterested in political and civic life. Youth
are responsible for our democratic decline,
goes this line of argument—and we’d best
find a way to get them interested in our
political institutions before it is too late.
Nothing could be further from the truth.
The Canadian Policy Research Networks
(CPRN) commissioned a series of papers on
the political and civic engagement of young
people in Canada to get beyond surface
characterizations; researchers found that
youth are not only highly engaged in global
and local civic causes, organizations and
initiatives, they are savvy communicators,
sophisticated networkers and soundly and
demonstrably committed to democracy.
Youth disaffection with formal politics
was clearly expressed in our deliberative
dialogues and workshops with Canadian
youth, and deserves our attention and
concern, but this bare fact says as much
about our political institutions as it does
about our young people.
The CPRN research series highlights that
youth engagement in political life is often
misunderstood and misrepresented. Young
people define political engagement in markedly different terms from previous generations, focusing more on individual action
than institutional participation.Youth soundly
reject partisan politicking and are impatient
with the slow, hierarchical machinery of
traditional political institutions.Young Canadians are more active in political demonstrations than their older counterparts, volunteer
in higher numbers with organizations they
care deeply about, mobilize impressive and
effective social and political networks online
and off, and are more likely to engage in ‘consumer citizenship’—boycotts and buycotts as
a form of political expression.
Youth in Canada largely bypass traditional politics to affect change, but that does
not mean they are not invested in making
the world a better place. In our consultations with youth, they define political
engagement in personal terms—not along
party lines.Youth largely feel alienated from
traditional political parties which they see as
self-serving and dismissive of youth views;
this is not apathy, but a clear comprehension of a generational divide. Formal politics
are often silent on issues that are important
to youth, and function in hierarchical ways
(party organization and mobilization) that
youth reject.Youth are dismissive of the
leader-driven structures and top-down practices of political parties, and have strong
participatory instincts that drive them to
grassroots participation instead.
CPRN researchers found that young
Canadians feel that they have little influence on what governments prioritize and
how they perform. Youth do not feel that
joining a political party is an effective
means to achieve social change, but they
believe that joining an advocacy group
or attending a lawful demonstration are

positive vehicles for change. In general,
youth have a preference for “hands on”
involvement which traditional political
institutions do not typically offer.
The youth are not “uninformed” about
civic life, as is often claimed, but gather and
share information in highly specialized and
niche communities and from alternative
sources beyond the traditional broadsheets.
Much has already been made about youth
being more “wired” than their seniors: the
prodigy of the internet and prolific social
marketing and online communities that
older generations often misunderstand and
trivialize. But in many ways, the youth of
today are more informed and more media
savvy than their parents or grandparents
were at the same ages, and have higher
specialized and more diverse sources of
information from which they draw.
Our traditional political institutions
can learn much from young Canadians.
Governments have been slow to understand and utilize the power of information
and communication technologies to transform the relationships between citizens
and decision-makers, and to embrace the
participatory practices that youth have
not only become accustomed to, but are
demanding. Engaging citizens, especially
our youth, can only make our institutions
stronger, more effective and responsive to
the values and needs of all Canadians.
Transparency and accountability are
also important to youth, and they know that
the technology now exists to make “open
governance” possible. For example, youth
in great numbers are mobilizing the “open
government” movement—which calls for
online access to all government raw data
in a timely, open and transparent fashion
without political spin; such immediate
access to government source data could
radically transform our institutions and
recharge civic engagement as we know it.
It is time for the political landscape to
embrace youth as partners in civic and
democratic renewal in this country. It is
not just about ‘getting out the youth vote,’
but addressing issues that young people
care about deeply, engaging them directly
with respect, and finding participatory
methods, including online and social
media, to reach out and communicate
with—and be accountable to—them.
As one young participant in our youth
dialogues put it: “We want our government not to be something untouchable,
but rather a community in which we not
only hear what everyone has to say, but
we truly listen and care about the issues.”
Youth want to know that their voices
are heard and that their participation matters. Why should they think differently?
It is time forego this unproductive talk
of “democratic deficits” and blaming it on
the youth, and instead redirect our energies
to broadening our understanding of political and civic engagement beyond partisan
politics. The kids are already there.
Sharon Manson Singer is the president
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